WHAT IS TRUTH?

Subject:

Re: Heading Home

From:

tony@jahtruth.net

Date:

Mon, April 13, 2015 12:04 pm

To:

"Richard Hannah" <richard.hannah@mail.com>

Dear Richard,
Good morning and good wishes.
Thank-you again for your emails, both yesterday evening and
this morning. I will look at them in more detail later. I just
thought I drop you a quick line in the meantime.
My motivation for helping Seven with the report derived from a
Daniel 5 experience. Call it a circumstantial sign I received, if
you wish. Publicising that story may be for later though.
As I say though, I do not work for Seven now. What I did to
help her write the report, was entirely voluntary. I sensed
her case had strategic importance, and nothing has changed my
mind on that. I became appalled by the nature of the gangstalking to which she was being subjected. Having stayed at her
flat in Lancaster Gate for a few weeks, in order to gain access
to some of her carefully guarded court files, I witnessed the
abuse first-hand. It was sick and depraved.

Somebody, somewhere is pulling the strings to inflict this
exquisite torment upon her. I have my suspicions who that is.
My report focused mainly on documenting that aspect and the
corrupt process. I did not seek to unpick all that was before
Pumfrey. That would have been a massive undertaking beyond my
resources at the time.
I have not been associated with any of the Sevengate stuff.
How Ms. Seven pursues things from now onwards, is really down
to her. I did what I could given the constraints I was under
back in 2013. These days, I seldom have opportunities to speak
with Ms. Seven. If she ever has need of me as a witness, I will
speak with honesty about what I did, what I know, and what I
have witnessed.
That email to Crompton which triggered your interest in me, was
motivated more by a frustration with the abject failure of
South Yorkshire Police to walk their talk. They are a corrupt
organisation, and I'm afraid it took me 17 years to realise that.
Since getting chucked out the service, my attention and focus
has been on Sheffield and South Yorkshire Police. In that sense,
Ms. Seven is connected with my former employers, only because
we chose to hand over the joint report to Crompton, rather
than Hogan-Howe. To be honest, it took me by surprise to be
contacted by you. The Seven case was not really at the
forefront on my interests, so your contact with me like this has
rekindled the flame so to speak.
I don't know much about you, Richard. I am not an offender
profiler or a psychologist, but I did get training in criminal
intelligence analysis. If I had to guess what you did previously,
I would say you might have worked in the police service or
military in some capacity, but I don't know. If you want to tell
me, please do.

It has been quite an experience communicating with you in
written emails. I am paying attention to what you write. I heard
your

versatile voice on your Big Radio Show for the first time

recently. You have the gift of the gab, but even if I were to
assume that you were somehow

innocent of any blame here, I

thought that you were most unkind towards Ms. Seven, given her
ordeal.
On your two broadcasts, you showed no empathy to this lady,
who you lured to Feltham on that fateful 11th November day
back in 2003. It is impossible to reconcile the awful things you
write and say about Ms. Seven with all the complimentary things
said about her by Nicholas Pumfrey. It does not add up.
Time alone will tell who is right and who is wrong here. Nothing
that you have written so far, persuades me that Seven did not
have a valid case. You had a case to answer but you did not
show. Over and above her claims about her intellectual property,
the sinister gang-stalking episodes prior to, during and even
after these court hearings, merit criminal investigations in their
own right, but in police-state UK today, those in positions of
authority are devoid of all integrity. That saddens me and you
will have seen a reflection of all that in some of my own video
movies, if you have watched them.
Finally, I suspect you won't bother, but if you really want to
head Home, you will need to read and digest this.
http://jahtruth.net/twh.pdf
Regards
Tony

